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Opening sentence: Violet H 6JH
Once upon a time, the Forest of Life was lively and full of greenery. But as I say, that was
once upon a time. The river, once running clear, now only pushes the dusty, dirty remains of
the Forest of Life’s water. The trees are tired, their branches hanging low and leaves limp,
some even brown. This once uncannily beautiful landscape is now a place where you are
unlikely to see any sign of life. Who would save this land and its inhabitants?
6GD It was a dark and gloomy morning as Angus the goat was relaxing by the

barren river. The river’s water became filthy and unfiltered, making it difficult
to make nutritious dirt for growing delicious fruits and veggies. His owners left
him at the farm because he was silly and had major anger issues, his issues
were not helped by the banana stuck to the top of his mouth.

1AN Angus looked angry, his eyes were angry. He was very accident prone as well.
Always tripping over rocks! One day he was eating chips and he discovered
he could blast off with steam when he was really angry.

3NK As Angus steamed with anger, he thought about how much fun he had with
his owners playing in the forest. He stormed towards the glooming deep green
oak trees, hoping to calm himself down. Angus took a deep breath.

Suddenly, the ground began to shake. He heard a giant roar echoing from
deep inside the thick trees. All the birds had fled. Hearing the noise, Angus’
heart was thumping loudly and…

2CM Bursting out from the trees came the strangest thing… a tiny, talking TACO!
Angus the goat stared at the Taco with shock. The Taco stared back.

“G’day mate, do you want to chase some kangaroos with me?” the Taco
asked.

4KK “ How are we supposed to find kangaroos here?” asked Angus the goat.
“There’s barely any life in this world.”
Taco said, “ I’m from the planet Taco Bell. I can take you there where there
are a lot of kangaroos”.

FKK “Yes, that’s a great idea!” said Angus. Angus the goat was so excited about
the idea of going to a new planet that he cried tears of joy. Suddenly, where
Angus’ tears hit the ground, there appeared a GIANT SUNFLOWER!
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5AL In the middle of the GIANT SUNFLOWER appeared the face of Shrek. “Did you

say Taco Bell?” said Shrek. Very soon, the ground started shaking like an
earthquake, and a flying Donkey appeared.

2TE The flying Donkey landed on Shrek: the GIANT SUNFLOWER and began eating
the sunflower because Donkey thought it was food. “HEY!! DONKEY WHAT ARE
YOU DOING? STOP EATING ME!” Donkey was surprised to realise that Shrek
was the GIANT SUNFLOWER.

6ED Just as Donkey realised he was devouring his best friend, a loud, creaking
sound pierced his eardrums. CCCCREEEEEAAAKK! He looked down. “What on
earth is that?!”, he yelled as he noticed his rear hooves pressing down on a
mysterious trap door with some green shrubs poking through.

FLP Suddenly the trap door opened and Donkey fell in. What he saw next was
amazing….. the room was filled with bright coloured lights, he had landed in a
DISCO! To Donkey's surprise, he saw a disco dancing dragon made from
Tacos. He waved to Donkey to follow him to a secret tunnel…..

3NY As he slowly walked in, he started seeing a blurry shadow appearing. He
thought it was still the dragon made from Tacos, however, he realised it was a
REAL dragon. The taco dragon turned into a terrifying and violent
fire-breathing dragon. At this moment, Angus the goat fell into the trap door
with a loud thump!

4MH Meanwhile…Shrek the GIANT SUNFLOWER poked his sunflower face down the
trap door and, in a bellowing voice, shouted “HEY! GET OUT OF MY SWAMP!!!”
The fire-breathing dragon was stunned. It realised that the visitors were old
friends, Shrek and Donkey, and offered them all a ride to Planet Taco Bell.

6JH During their journey, the dragon’s belly started rumbling and aching.
“Let’s stop off at Red Rooster for some brekky!” exclaimed the hungry dragon.
Shrek and Donkey agreed as they were also keen for a feed, so they parked
the taco-dragon outside next to a green Toyota and strolled into the store.
Whilst snacking on some chicken…

1JA But just as they were about to take a bite of that juicy chicken, the pair fell
into a crack in the ground and fell into a racing car. It looked like they had to
work together so they could win the race. And if they did, there would be
clean water for the Forest of Life.

5KB Shrek exclaimed, “I don’t really care, I just want my swamp back!”. All of a
sudden, out of the corner of his eye he saw…Angus zooming around the
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carpark in the green Toyota, sipping on a coke. Just as the race was about to
start, they heard a voice. It was Master Oogway.

3JL Master Oogway slowly lumbered towards the group, just like any old turtle. He
said, “You will need to go fast, but be calm and don’t get angry like Angus
with his anger issues.” Master Oogway sneakily handed something to Shrek.
The group looked down at the black box that they had been given. “Do not
open it until you finish the race.” Tilting their heads, they wondered what
could be inside the box…

6CH Shrek the GIANT SUNFLOWER and Donkey rolled up to the starting line, next to
Angus in his mighty, green Toyota Supra. BANG! The starting gun fired and the
cars flew off the starting line. Angus in the lead, pulled on the brake and
glided into a Tokyo drift around the first corner. The second corner
approached and Angus went to skid again but misjudged and crashed into
the referee, Master Oogway. Shrek the GIANT SUNFLOWER and Donkey zoom
past towards the finish line and won! The champions, singing “You are my
sunshine”, excitedly pried open the black box to find…

4YC an orb to save the forest life from Duolingo. When they found the orb, they
didn’t know what to do with it. Master Oogway said, “I know what the orb it is,
it is the orb of the giant. I found it when the giant was sleeping.” But then,
Angus became furious…

2JG There was also a special care package that had a regenerator for life and a
potion. A note said: “Use this to clear the river…”. Suddenly, water started
flowing from the box creating a river and then a big boat appeared right in
front of them!

FNS On the big boat, they saw a giant steering the boat and heading straight
towards them with no sign of slowing down. The giant didn't see the big rock
ahead of him and crashed straight into it …

5SB Because the boat was going so fast, the giant lurched forward and made
Master Oogway the next Flat Stanley. SUDDENLY, the flowing river turned into
a whirlpool! The characters fell through the whirlpool, right into… PLANET
TACO BELL. As they crash-landed into the ground, they saw the 5SB Chicken
Nugget Squad. The squad quickly explained that they wanted to help Anger
Issue Angus, Shrek the GIANT SUNFLOWER, Donkey, Flat Stanley Master
Oogway and the Dragon to restore the Forest of Life…
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4AP However… the 5SB Chicken Nuggets Squad had another plan coming for

them. The Donkey shrieked “Oh! Nuggets! I loveeeeeeee salty, delicious
NUGGIES”. In a blink of an eye, Donkey gobbled up all the Squad nuggets.
Unfortunately, from the hasty eating, the Donkey fainted and the Angry Angus
started to stomp on him.

3ES As Angry Angus started to stomp on poor, little old Donkey - an enormous,
swirly, grey cloud started to hover above them. The grey cloud started to
become bigger and bigger which formed a violent tornado. When suddenly,
Duolingo AND Kung Fu Panda fell out of the tornado, about to land face first
on Angry Angus AND poor, little old donkey. You won’t believe what
happened next…

1KB They all fell, and rolled down the hill over and over and over again until they
landed in the swamp with flies buzzing around their heads. What they thought
were rocks in the swamp, turned out to be an ugly, green troll!! His face was
covered in bumps and lumps, and he looked at them with a scary mighty
sneer… and he bellowed “GET OUT OF MY SWAMP OR I’LL GOBBLE YOU UP!!!!

2EC They all begged “Hey Mr Troll, please don’t eat us! The forest of life needs
fresh water. If you eat us, the world won’t have the clean water it needs. If
you let us live, we won’t bother you again.”
“I don’t care”, bellowed the Troll. “I am going to eat you up!”

1MC Suddenly Steve from Minecraft appeared with an enchanted netherite sword
which he used to hit the Troll in the head. The Troll was knocked out
immediately by the power of Steve. It began to get dark quite quickly.
Donkey didn't do well in the dark and began to get quite scared of what
could come out of the forest in the night. Steve used his trusty pickaxe and
mined some trees to build a house for them all. The next morning…

4KT The Troll followed the footsteps of Donkey and Steve and all of a sudden
Donkey said “I don’t feel so good.” The Chicken Nugget Squad launched out
of Donkey’s mouth, in pieces and said “All hail DEM NUGGIES!” The Chicken
Nuggets came alive and transformed into Dancing Disco Divas that
challenged everyone there to a dance competition. The Divas had extra
backup by 1,000,000 Chicken Nuggies and a Taco Bell Meal Deal offering 6
million tacos for 6 million dollars.

6CW Joe Biden then hits the griddy out of the bathroom while holding a chocolate
bathroom cone. The Divas, Nuggies and Tacos are blown away by this
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~ The End ~

masterful griddy. In their defeat, a portal opens up underneath them sending
the Divas and Nuggies to Nigeria. Our heroes let out a sigh of relief.

FSW Suddenly, all of the world turns into Minecraft. Steve said, “I can cut
everything and clean everything so it’s clean in the Forest of Life”. Since Steve
is a pro, he can do that. So Steve, Donkey, Angus and Shrek got together to
plant saplings.

5RC Once planted, they all sat there and watched the saplings. "BOOM!" an
explosion. "It's coming from the river!" exclaimed Donkey. They immediately
rushed there. While they were running, a big, aggressive Gorilla appeared. It
turned the new saplings they had just planted into baby rainbow gorillas.

2CD Then something unexpected happened! The rainbow gorillas started to rain
buckets of fertiliser and water. T. Trees started to burst into life and breathed in
carbon dioxide. Angry Angus and all his friends started to feel happier.

1RD While they were busy celebrating the new life of the forest, a dark grey
shadow appeared. It was Steve from Minecraft. They then noticed another
shadow, which was shaped like a cat, who called himself CatNap! He had a
power that could make people sleep. One by one they started to fall asleep
except for Angus…

3SY Then, Darth Vader came out of nowhere and he gave them all a margarita
pizza. Suddenly, a villager came out and splashed potion on everyone, which
woke them up. Emmett, from the LEGO movie, spawned right in front of Darth
Vader. Then, Darth Vader and Emmett had a battle, whilst everyone went into
a dark cave…

6SB the group of unsuspecting heroes emerged in an underground Rat Fighting
Club amidst the shrill squeaks of the battlers. Angus took a short glance at the
wizard rat spectating from the stands bedecked in a glittering purple cloak. “I
will give you the power to end the battle if you give me 5 golden shillings,” the
rat wizard said. Angus agreed but wasn’t sure where the money would come
from.

5RS Angus is perplexed and runs around frantically, he bumps into Caseoh who
gives him a magic bag. He pulls out 5 shiny golden shillings and throws them
at the rat wizard. Suddenly a magical rainbow of sunshine appears and saves
the forest!


